, Whittaker (1954 Whittaker ( , 1956 ), Goodall (1953a Goodall ( , 1954b ? deVries (1953), Guinoehet (1954 Guinoehet ( , 1955 , Webb (1954) , Eughes (1954) and Poore (1956) has acconlpanied theoretie studies in taxonomy [Fisher (1936) , Womble (1951), Clifford & Binet (1954), Gregg (1954) ] and in statisties (Isaaeson 1954) . It is a Gonclusion of many of these studies that nature of unit variation is a naajor problenl in systematies, and that whether this variation is diserete, continuous, or in some other form, there is a need for appliGation of (uantitative and statistical methods. In eeologic elassifieation, an inereased use of ordinate systellls, sr hiGh has been stimulated by the developnlent of more effieient sampling teehniques and the collection of stand data on a large seale, has prompted the proposal of the term "ordination" ( Goodall 1953b ) . Goodall (1954a) has defined ordination as "an arrangenlent of units in a uni-or multi-dinlensional order" as synonylllous with "Ordnung," (Ramensky 1930 ), and as opposed to "a elassifieation in whieh UllitS are arranged in diserete elasses." The present study is an attempt to examine the upland forests of southern Wiseonsin in relation to a suspected nlultidimensional community structure by the use of ordination method and in so doing, to review the theoretie position neeessary to suGh an examination.
LITERATURE REVIEW
The application of quantitative teehniques to community elassifieation has been based, in part, upon the assulllpt on that quantitative eommunity composition, as determined by suitable salupling methods, ean be a primary basis for the building of ordination systellls. This assulxption was emphasized by Gleason (1910) in an exanlination of the relationship between hiotie and physiGal faetors. Gleason quoted Spalding (1909) , "The establishluent of a plant in the place whieh it oeeupies is Gonditioned quite as muGh by the influenee of other plants as by that of the physical environment," and coneluded from his own observations, ". . . the differentiation of definite associations is lllainly due to the interrelation of the component plants; and the phvsieal environncent is as often the result as the eause of vegetation." Further emphasis upon vegetation in itself was made by Clements & Goldsmith (1924) , and lmore recently, by A¢itsudera (1954) , who regard the Gommunity as an instrunlent whiGh, if properly exalmined and luanipulated, nlight be a key to the relation of biotie and physieal phenomena. Cain (1944), Goodall (1954a Goodall ( , 1954b , Whittaker (1954) and Williams (1954) have questioned the relevanee of considering single physieal environmental faetors apart from an environmental eonaplex. Insistence upon the study of vegetation on have previously been classified into diserete units, usually within the Braun-Blanquet system. This 1lse was given an early formulation in the work of Lorenz (1858) October, 1957 The stands employed were seleeted from the large number available by a stratified random procedure, so devised as to give an equal number of stands from eaeh major geographic portion of the southwestern one-half of Wiseonsin. All stands were at least 15A in size, were on upland sites upon whieh rain water did not aecumulate, and were in reasonably undisturbed condition. As actually applied? this last criterion meant that the stands were ungrazed, had not been subject to fire within the recent past, and had never been logged to such an extent as to create large openings in the eanopy. In most cases, a few trees had been removed at various intervals in the past, as witnessed by an oGeasional stump. The limited logging probably created serious errors in the measured amounts of Jqtglans ntyra, sinee this high-value speeies was deliberately searched for on an intensive seale during World War I. It is believed that the population densities of the remaining speeies did not vary greatly fronl those whieh would normally be produced by natural death and windthrow. A very few stands were totally undisturbed for at least the past 50 yrs.
The sampling methods employed for both the trees and the understory were not, as eould be expected, completely free from error. Estimates of sampling error were made by repeated sampling of the same stand, using different investigators in both the same and in different years. Two extensive series of suGh tests, in a maple woods and an oak woods, showed a standard error of 10.8 % for the individual tree species and 7.1% for the understory plants. On Taxonomie nomenelature in the present paper is after Gleason (1952) .
TREATMENT OF THE DATA
NATURE OF THE APPROACH The ordination approaGh was selected for the present study in order to provide statelnents (1) which depiet, with a suffieient degree of quantitative exaetness, the compositional strueture of a Gommunity and (2) which might be able to give some initial indiGation of the over-all patterns of interaction between biologic and physieal phenomena. The possibility of using ordination statements to suggest causal reaetions is dependent on the eoncept of physical and biotie faetors interaeting in a relationship in which each faetor is, to some degree, mutually determined by the others. There is, therefore, as is often noted in eeologic writing, no simple cause and effeet relationship between physical phenomena (as primarily causal) and biotic phenomena (as primarily effectual ), espeeially in the more complex environments. There is, rather, instead of a domain which is determined by a small number of independent faetors (that is, a system of meehanist eausality), a field of interrelated units and events ( configurational causality) . The ordination of this field is, then, a plotting of the changes in some biotic and/or physical features from area to area within the system, or in another sense, a mapping of its complexity, Such a mapping indieates, by the relative proximity of different features and their varying spatial patterns, the degree to which the features may participate in a mutually determined complex of factors. With the completion of this mapping, it may then be possible to apply statistical tools whiGh indiGate more fully the eausal interaetions in any one part of the ordination.
Of the two major approaches to ordination study, that of stand or of species orientation, it was decided to use a technique whieX gave theoretic spatial relations of stands as a first result. With such a framework, the distribution patterns of individual speeies ean be easily studied by directly plotting some measure of their behavior in eaGh stand. A similar plotting can be made for measures of environmental or historie factors in each stand, or for general deseriptive features. If the ordination is originally based upon species rather than stand relationships, then the location of relative stand position ( and as a consequence, correlation with environmental features) becomes more difScult.
USE 0F SCORE SHEETS
If the degree of similarity of stands, one to another, is to be assessed, then some decision must be made as to what criteria are to be used in judging this similarity. There is wide agreement amongst temperate-zone ecologists that Gommunity comparisons must be made on a floristic basis and that environmental or other features are not valid for primary comparisons. Unfortunately, this agreement does not extend much beyond the general idea of floristies. Clements and the Anglo-American sehool generally reGommend the use of the dominants as the main criterion of eommunity or stand relationship, while Braun-Blanquet and his adherents use eharacteristic speeies of high fidelity, even though these may be small, rare or otherwise dynamiGally insignifieant members of the assemblage. Lippmaa (1939), Daubenmire (1954) and others use synusia, either singly or in eombination, for their eharaeterization of eommunity resemblanee. In no ease has the total flora of a given stand been used, sinee the determination of all of the bacteria, soil fungi, soil algae, liverworts, mosses, lichens and vaseular plants is usually beyond the faeilities at the command of ecologists. The principle is well recognized, therefore, that the entire species complement is not needed for meaningful statements about community composition. The disagreement lies in the question of where to draw the line short of the total fora.
In the similarly complex problem of soil elassifieation, it is possible that the degree of resemblance between a series of soil samples naight be determined br applyingva single test to each sample. Sueh tests nlight measure the texture of the soil, its pereentage eontent of sand, or some other simple eharaeter. It would then be possible to arrange the group in deseending order, as from very sandy through sandyloalll to non-sandy. The sandy loams in the eenter would have eertain features in eommon and would differ greatly from the two extremes, but they might well inelude soils whieh differed widely among themselves. The applieation of a seeond test to the samples, such as fertility level, would serve to differentiate soils whieh were of similar texture, but, even so, the resulting groups might not be homogeneous they might differ in organie matter Gontent, pH, eolor, or other eharaeters. A similar problem was reeognized by Pirie (1937) , "In an earlier part of this essay the transition from living to non-living was eolupared to the transition from green to vellow or from aeid to alkaline. If this eomparison were valid, it would be possible to lay down a preeise but arbitrary dividing line. But as it has been shown that "life" eannot be defined in terms of one variable as eolours ean, the eomparison is not strietly valid and any arbitrary division would have to be made on the basis of the sum of a number of variables any one of whieh might be zero." The best approaeh might therefore be to apply a series of tests, eaeh examining some pertinent or important aspeet of soil makeup. A study of the results of the series of tests would give a firm basis for eomparison of the original group and would easily piek out the soils most nearly related to eaeh other and least elosely related to others. It might be desirable to weight the test results, in order of their importanee. The caleiunz eontent is luore important than the sodiunl eontent in most temperate forest soils and its results might be appropriately weighted to show this impOrtance. Statistieally, the degree of relationship could be shown by a suitable measure of the correlation between the sets of test values for any two soil samples. The same proeedure ean be employed in the floristic analysis of plant Gommunities. A standard series of tests ean be applied to eaeh stand and the results for pairs of stands Gorrelated with each other. If this is done for all stands in the series, then similar stands should have high nlutual correlation values, but dissimilar stands should show low correlation. If an appropriate measure of Gorrelation is used, then the resulting index should give a linear measure of the differenee between any two stands. One test of the similarity of two stands could be the quantity of Aceqt saccharqxrn that each contains, analogous to a deterluination of the caleium eontent of soil samples. A series of sueh tests, using other dominants, would inerease the preeision of the comparison. Similarly, a series of herbs and shrubs, ehosen to inelude some which were restrieted to the forma\tion under study and others known to be sensitive to the varying conditions present in different stands of the formation, eould be added to the list of tests.
In the eurrent studies, measurements of 26 species were used as the tests. Twelve of these speeies were dominant trees, while the remainder were herbs and shrubs. The trees ineluded all of the speeies with a presenee value above 33°<0 in the 59 stands studied. The herbs and shrubs were chosen at random in bloeks along the original continuum gradient from anong those speeies which were neither overly Gommon nor rare and whiGh had shown elear GUt distribution patterns in previous studies. Weighting of the 12 dominant tree speeies was aecomplished by using two separate measurements of eaeh speeies ( absolute density per acre, and absolute donlinanee per acre) as independent tests. There were, thus, 38 tests employed for eaGh stand: frequeney (in 1 m quadrats) of 14 speeies of herbs and shrubs, density of 12 speeies of trees, and dominance (in square inehes of basal area at breast height) of the same 12 trees. The results of the tests for each stand were reGorded in a separate SGore sheet for that stand. (Of Gourse, many of the test seores on a given sheet were zero, when one ol more test species was missing from that stand.) The test scores were in different units, since the original measurements were made in three different elasses. This diserepaney was reetified by expressing eaeh score as a pereentage of the maximum value attained by that test on any of the sheets. These eorrected seores thus indiGated, in comparable units, the behavior of eaGh test speeies in relation to its optimum behavior in the entire series. Sinee the number of test seores and the sum of these scores varied fronl stand to stand, the scores for eaeh stand were adjusted to a relative basis. They finallv indicated, therefore, the relative amount contributed by each test organism to the combined seore for the stand. In one stand, for example, species A may contribute 17.1% of the total score while speeies B may represent only 1.9%. The adjusted scores on a relative basis appear to offer the best basis for making Gollnparisons between stands ( Whittaker 1952 Thus, if two stands by ehanee had exaetly the same seores for exactly the same species, the index would be 1.00, sinee (a) and (b) would be equal and both would equal (w). If there were no speeies in common, then the index would be zero. The range from no resemblance to complete identity is appropriately Govered by the range from 0 to 1. This index appears to be the best approximation yet available to a linear measure of relationship.
As used in the present study, the index reduees simply to (w), or the sum of the lesser seores for those species which have a seore above zero in both stands. This is due to the use of relative scores, suGh that (a) plus (b) is always 2.00 in every pair of stands and 2 00 =w. In praetice, the score sheets were so arranged that the final adjusted seores were recorded in the last column on the extreme edge of the sheet. One sheet Gould then be superimposed, in turn, on every other sheet in a slightly offset position, and the lesser values added on a maehine for all tests where a positive value was present on both sheets.
When a large number of stands are studied, the ealeulation of the w index beeomes burdensome, sinee n-1 there are n x-2 Gomparisons to be made. Thurstone (1947) , that ". . . a variety of phenomena within a domain are related and that they are determined, at least in part, by a relatively small number of funetional unities or faetors." When applied to ordination study, however, these funetional unities are not, as is emphasized by Goodall (1954b) , direct environmental forees but are rather, soeiologie faetors. A soeiologie faetor is defined as "an element in the deseription of the eomposition of the vegetation,' and it tnay or may not be related to environmental faetors.
The application of faetor analysis to the present study was earefully eonsidered, but was rejeeted for the following reasons: (1) the heavy Gomputat onal load involved in handling 59 stands, (2) the disadvantages, whieh have been diseussed above, in applying "r" (the eorrelation eoeffieient) to stand data, and ( 3 ) a hesitaney in interpreting faetor anaylsis when applied to stand cla ta espeeially in regard to the diffieulties noted by Goodall (1954b) , "though the faetors may be statistiGallv orthogonal, they are not biolog eally independent; the interpretation thus becomes more GonlfpliGated." The Gonstruction of a preliluinary empirie method with the following eriteria therefore seemed desirable: ( 1 ) vegetation strueture is regarded as a possible key to the nature of the interaetion of faetors, and, as such, must be studied on its own level, (2) an extraction of an ordination direetly from objectively derived data without previous elassifieation would be desirable.
The basis of a teehnique which might satisfy the above criteria is the same as that for ordination systems in general: the degree of phytosoeiologic relationship between stands can be used to indicate the distance by whiGh they should be separated within a spatial ordination. The degree of relationship of vegetation units has usually been measured by some estimate of the similarity of stand Gomposition, with a high degree of similarity signifying a elose spatial proximity. The technique whiGh will be outlined attempts, therefore, to extract from a matrix of measurements of interstand similarity, a spatial pattern in whiGh the distanee between stands is related to their degree of similarity.
Given a matrix of values of distance between points in Euelidean space, it is possible, without a prior knowledge of thelir loeation, to reGonstruct their spatial placement ( Torgerson 1952 This teehnique depends upon the selection of a pair of referenee stands for the determination of stand positions on any one axis. Given proximate interstand distanees, the ehoiee of referenGe stands is of erucial importanee. In making this ehoice? it is evident that referenee stands are comparable, in part, to sighting points as used in plane-table surveying and that those stands which are furthest apart will be more aecurate for judging interstand distance than those which are in elose proximity. This aceuracy is espeeially desirable beeause of the area of uncertainty in which eaGh stand fluctuates relative to the positions of neighboring stands. If these fluetuations are greater than the actual distanee apart of the referenee stands, then the resulting ordination will reveal only these fluctuations. It is neeessary for anx ordination that the sphere of fluetuation for any stand be small in relation to the space oGeupied by the ordination as a whole. The ehoiee of reference stands should be, therefore, of those stands which are furthest apart and as a Gonsequence, have the greatest sensitivity to over-all compositional ehange.
AXIS CONSTRUCTIOX
The ordinate location of points in spaGe by the use of reference stands is illustrated by the ordination of five points whose hypothetical interstand distanees are shown in the lower-left of Table 1 . The distanees, although hypothetiGal, represent exact spatial distanees. They were determined by inverting the estimates of stand similarity whiGh appear in the upper-right of the table so that a high degree of similarity was represented by a low degree of spatial separation. The inversions were aceomplished by subtracting each index of similarity from a maximula similarity value of 100.
To locate stands between a pair of selected reference stands, a line eonneeting the reference stands is drawn to seale on a piece of blank paper, and the position of every other stand is projected onto this line. The projeetion is aecomplished bv rotating two ares representing the distance of the projeeted stand from eaGh of the referenee stands, and then projeeting the point of are intersection perpendicularly onto the axis. Applying the criterion of the greatest degree of spatial separation as determining the ehoice of referenee stands, Table 1 shows stands number 1 and 2 to have a maximum separation of 99.9 units. These stands were seleeted, therefore, as the x axis reference stands and are placed in Fig.  1 at a distance of 99.9 units. Stand 3 in Table 1 is 70 units from referenee stand 1 and the same distanee from reference stand 2. Stand 3 is loeated in Fig. 1 , therefore, at the interseetion of ares with radii of 70 units and bases at points 1 and 2. Two such interseetions are possible in a two dimensional ordination, and the points of intersection are projeeted perpendicularly onto the x axis, as shown in Fig. 1, to give an x axis loGation of 50 units. Stand 4 ean also be loGated along the x axis by the are interseetion and projeetion teehnique; it oceurs at 62 units along the x axis. Stand 5 is similarly loGated, after interseetion and projeetion, at 62 x axis units. It ean be proven geometrically that a constellation of points in n spaGe can be projected perpendieularly onto the line Gonnecting the two referenee points whieh are furthest distant in the eonstellation by using the above technique. 
UPLAND FOREST COMMUNITIES OF SOUTHERN M7ISCONSIN
Octobe.r, 19 5 7 331 stand 2 is 50 units whieh indieates that the are interseetion to the right (interseetion in Fig. 2 with underby the same lined no. 5) which is 50 units from stand 2, is the ted at a right correet point for projection onto the y axis. Stand nce stands are 5 is loGated, therefore, after perpendicular projection on the x axis, at a distance of 65 units on the y axis in Fig. 2 . z a great interBy following the outlined teehnique, the informale 1, stands 3 tion on interpoint distances in Table 1 of order within the matrix and that the interstand distances are not a series of random numbers. Only a limited number of stand positions for any one stand should, therefore, be possible. As noted before, these positions should fluctuate within a narrow area if an ordination is to present a meaningful approximation of the matrix measurements. Before the reference stands for the first axis ean be selected, coeffieient of community values, as found in the complete matrix, must be inverted so that a low coefScient of community value represents a relatively greater spatial separation and a high value represents a elose proximity. Although the coeffieient has a range from 0 to 100, the error involved in sampling a stand makes it unlikely that any of a series of replicate samples from the same stand will show the maximum value. Two stands were sampled, eaGh 7 times, using the field methods deseribed earlier, and coeffieients of community were ealculated among these samplings. The mean eoeffieient of eommunity within eaGh of the 7 repliGations was 82 whieh indicated a mean error of index reproducibility of around 20 index units. A value of 80 was, therefore, considered to represent the maximum coeffieient value, that is, the value for two indentiGal stands; the highest value actually found in the complete matrix for 59 stands was 79. commumty.
Using the eriterion of the greatest spatial separation for the ehoiee of reference stands, an examination of the inverted values showed 3 pairs of stands, numbers 35 and 136, 00 and 137, and 33 and 138, to be separated by the maximum distanee of 80 units. sinee these 3 stand pairs eaGh showed coeffieients of eommunity of zero indiGating no similarity, their relationship to the other stands in the study was examined to determine whether they were eompletely unrelated to the other stands. It is suggested that a stand pair with a 0 Goeffieient of community be used as a reference pair only if eaeh member of the pair shows a value greater than 0 with all stands whieh are not members of referenee pairs. By establishing this eriterion, the ehoiee of a stand pair member whieh shows no relationship to other stands, and whieh, therefore, contributes nothing to a knowledge of their relative spatial location, will be avoided. This criterion ean be met in relation to stand pairs 35-136, 00-137, and 33-138 eaeh member of whieh shows a relation greater than 0 to every other stand in the study.
The stand pairs selected above appear to represent 2 sets of related stands, numbers 136, 137 and 138 and numbers 00, 33, and 35. The index values between each of the menlbers of eaGh set were highly signifieantly correlated, as tested with r. Eaeh of the 3 pairs of reference stands were used, therefore, to ordinate stands along the x axis on the supposition that the use of several sets-of stand data might inelude more information from the matrix than if a separate set were used, and might reduce the flUctuations from non-exaet distance measurements.
Since Table 2 . Table 2 , each of the 59 stands studied was loGated on a two dimensional graph by the interseetion of its values on any two of the three axes. In Fig. 3, for The choiee of reference stands for the seeond axis is based upon eriteriaC whith are, in part, similar to those used in the choice of the first dimension reference stands: stands separated by the greatest interpoint distanee and by the least projected x axis distance ean be expeeted, if chosen as reference stands, to give the greatest spatial separation to the other stands. Stand pairs whieh most elosely fit the above eriteria are likely to be eentral in axis loeation sinee by the meehanies of the are interseetion and projection teehnique, the more nearly stands are found toward the eenter of any axis, the greater is the probability that they will have spatial separation in the new dimension of a relatively great distanee. Conversely, stands loeated towards one of the ends of the axis are less likely to be distantly related, sinee by sharing a relatively high relationship with the re:ference stands towards whiGh they are found, they are, therefore, more likely to be related to each other.
RESULTS

Using the values in
A test is suggested for the selection of y axis referenee stands in whiGh the value of stand separation on previous axes is subtracted from the index value of interpoint distance, with the highest value Gonsidered to be the most suitable. SuGh a test weights a low separation on previous axes as of equal inaportance with a high degree of interpoint distanee. The importanee of ehoosing reference stands in elose proximity on previous axes is illustrated in subsequent z axis Gonstruetion in which the Gondition of non-exact interpoint distances makes it impossible to correet for non-perpendicular axes. This test was applied to the 59 stands in the study and stand pair 111 and 185, whiGh are separated by a projeeted x axis distanee of O units (Table 2) from each axis. The actual Gonstruction of threedimensional models is very time consuming (Fig. 7) . Once the stands are loGated in a two-or three dimensional Gonfiguration, it beeomes easy to study the behavior of individual species within the stands. In Fig. 3, for magnitude that a matrix of comparative distance A three-dimensional representation of the behavior cannot, as previously noted, be oriented in a single of Quercus borealis is given in Fig. 7 . The 3 sizes of exact configuration. The complexity of stand relaspheres indicate the top 3 quartiles of dominance per tionship is not chaotic, however, and it is assumed acre. No differentiation is made between the lowest that each stand fluctuates within a fairly limited area quartile and the stands not containing the species; in its compositional (and spatial) relationships, alboth are indicated by holes which appear as dots in though this area is enlarged by the sampling error of the figure. A comparison of Fig. 7 with the ap-the techniques used in field survey. The ordination propriate views of Q. borealis in Fig. 4 will show is further based on the assumption that by establishhow these separate presentations may be used to gain ing a set of exact criteria for stand selection, the numa visual image of the ordinations in three-dimensional ber of interdependent causal complexes acting within space.
the community can be limited. This limitation increases the/probability that reference stands can be selected which are oriented along the lines of major changes in community structure, but it does not necessarily prevent a certain loss of matrix information by the selection of reference stands which reflect, in part, independent causal happenings which are unrelated to the major complexes. To assess the approximation of ordination distances to coeffieient distances, 58 stand pairs were selected at random and their interpoint distances in the ordination compared with their eoeffieient of community values in the matrix. Interstand distance between two points (with locations x1, Y1, and z1, and x2, Y2, and Z2) was determined by the formula t (x1 -x2)2 + (Y1 -y2)2 + (z1 -z2)2. The comparison of the 58 stand pairs showed a correlation value of -.35 whieh is signifieant at the 1% level. The correlation is negative since ordination distance between stands, which shows low values for a high similarity in composition, was compared with eeeffieient of Gommunity values which show high values for a high similarity. The highly signifieant correlation demonstrates the tendeney for the ordination to approximate the stand relationships in the matrix. The eheek of ordination distanee compared to coeffieient distanee was also applied to the 11 referenee stands. Coeffieient of Gommunity values were first inverted by the method previously diseussed to represent degree of spatial separation and are presented in the first eolumn of Table 3 . The seeond Golumn of the table shows interpoint distance in the ordination as caleulated by the above formula.-The eorrelation eoeffieient of these two distanees for 55 stand pairs is +.73 whiGh is signifieant at the 0.1% level.
The test of the ordination as a whole is that it approximates the interstand distanee relationships in the matrix of eoeffieients of eommunity. For any individual axis, however, additional assuranee is neeessary that it has eontributed new and meaningful separations of the stands. A Gorrelation test was, therefore, applied among the stand loGations of the 3 axes. Stand loeations along the x and y axis and along the y and z axis were found to be uneorrelated. Stand loGations on the x and z axis were, however, Gorrelated at the 5% level, though not at the lCo level. It was, therefore, possible that the z axis repeated, in part, information previously revealed in the x axis. It was decided that this repetition was not suffieiently great to justify disearding the z axis for the following reasons: ( 1 ) As will be demonstrated, the z axis showed meaningful separations of speeies midpoint loeations whieh were not available on previous axes. (2) The x-z speeies distribution patterns in Figs. 4 & 9 showed little tendenev toward a linear arrangement whieh would result if the axes were perfeetly eorrelated. ( 3 ) Of 10 environmental measurements which were tested with eaGh axis, 7 were eorrelated with the x axis, but, of these 7, only 2 were also eorrelated with the z axis. One of these two eorrelations was of a ratio which had a different basis on the z axis than on the x axis. There was also an ensironmental feature whiGh Gorrelated with the z asis, but not with the x axis.
The third test of ordination validity is whether the x, y, and z axes lead to a randomization of stand location. Sueh a randomization would obseure any differenees in speeies or environmental behavior. It is apparent that if this were the case, then the speeies 339 midpoints on eaeh of these axes, as shown in Table  4 , would have been in the same loeation, whieh they elearly are not. A random unordered stand orientation would probably also result in few or no environmen-tal eorrelationsn but as seen from Table 7 , this does not happen. Every environmental feature is correlated with at least one of the axes. The determination of speeies midpoints referred to above was made by finding the mean quantitative behavior (in this case, absolute basal area per aere) in each of 10 equal gradient sections, weighting the mean value by axis position, summing these weighted values, and dividing by the sum of the quantitative behaviors. These midpoint values for dominance per aere are shown in Table 4 . They indicate the point at whiGh each speeies reaGhes its optimum importance, at least with respect to size.
The differing relationships of species with each other along the 3 gradients can be seen from Table  4 . Along the x axis, for example, Acer saccharurn and Ulretqxs }4uhWa OGGUpy almost identical positions, and both are separated from Ostrya vrgtnzana by over 10 units, yet, on the z axis, Acer and Ulrnqxs are separated by over 10 units, MThile Acer is less than 2 units distant from Ostrya. Similarly, Ulrnus amertcana and Qxercus boqealzs which are less than 4 units distant on the x axis, are separated by over 18 units on the y axis, while J?glans ntyra and Ostrya tvirg1,ntocna whieh are 1.1 units apart on the x axis, are separated by 6.1 and 7.0 units on the y and z axis, respectively.
The distances between the basal area per aere midpoints of the speeies is shown, for 3 dimensions, in the upper-right of Table 5. This table can 
THE BIOLOGIC VALIDITY 0:F THE ORDINATION The ordination, thereforen by the use of a technique
whiGh is open to mod;fieation, gave one (but eertainly not the only possible) approximation to the information on stand similarity in the matrix of eoeffieients of eommunity. This approximation was made in 3 dimensions which were demonstrated to give species locations and environmental Gorrelations whiGh were non-random and non-repetitive. The ultimate test of the value of the ordination is, however, a biologic one, and sueeeeding discussion will attempt to utilize the ordination in examining the nature of the Gommunity and of its faetorial relationships.
The views of speeies distribution in Figs. 4, 5, and 6 can be used in ereating a mental image of the speeies as they appear in three dimensions, an image whiGh will reveal the same effeet as that of the 3 dimensional pattern in Fig. 7 . From these visualizations and from Fig. 7 , it is evident that eaeh speeies shows all or part of an atmospheric distribution, that is, one in which there is an inereasing concentration ( number of points ) and importanee ( size of points) of the speeies as the eenter of the distribution is reaGhed. Away from the eenter, the deerease in numbers and sizes of the points is not always uniform in all direetions but the speeies distributions, nevertheless, suggest that an idealized distribution would show a eoneentration and size of points diminishing outward in all direetions from a dense center to an area beyond a sparse peripherOr where the points no longer oecur.
An atluospheric distribution is a form whieh ean be expected from an extension of the frequently expressed concept of ecologie amplitude into more than 2 dimensions. This eoneept postulates a m-ini- is presented in Fig. 8 . Both the upper-right of Table 5 and Fig. 8 show comnlunity relationships of species by suggesting an estimate of the relative correspondence of their stand loeations; the less distant is the degree of midpoint separation, the more likely are the speeies to occur in the same stands.
The lower left of Table 5 lists the axis for each stand pair on which there is the greatest spatial separation in their dominance midpoints. In spite of the greater importance of the x axis (with a maximum distance between midpoints of 52.1 as eompared to 20.0 and 20.9 for the y and z axes) there are 33 of a total of 120 stand pairs which give a greater separa-342 (1955), Poore (1956) , and Hewetson (1956) . It is suggested that evidenee for the individualist theory of speeies distribution and for the continuum nature of community structure is now suffitiently compelling to require studies concerned with community structure to examine the relative continuity or discontinuity of their terial and to use quantitative nlethods which will permit this examination. At a minimum, the examination would include a sampling of at least one analytie tharacter in a suffieient number of stands to allow comparisons of quantitative composition. If an apparent grouping of stands into a dis crete unit ( i.e. assoeiation, ete. ) is suspected then this unit should be tested against samples of related vegetations to determine whether there are separate groups of stands with a eertain range of variation within each group, or whether this variation is great enough to obseure the boundaries between the groups. If the latter is true, the application of ordination methods is necessary. A reasonable approach to the treatment of phytosoeiologie nlaterial about whieh little is known might be to eheek earefully the hotnogeneity of eath stand, and then to apply an ordination tethnique. If clumps of stands are shown along the resultant gradients, it would then be possible to regard these elumps as castes (assoeiations, ete.) and determine the suitable parameters neeessary for the future elassifieation of eaGh easte.
One reason for reexamining the upland hardwoods of Wiseonsin was the diversity of interpretations whiGh various readers gave the original paper. Thus, some Gorrespondents questioned if the linear eontinuum was not a statistically advanced restatement of sueeession, while others ( Horikawa & Okutomi 1955) regarded it as a demonstration of relationships whiGh were independent of suecession. The eontinuous compositional variation whiGh was demonstrated was at times assumed to apply to spatial transition as seen in the field ( Churchill 1955 ), as contrasted to theoretic variation in the strueture of Gommunities regardless of their mierogeographie relationships. In clarifieation of the above interpretations, it should be evident from the present study that the dimensions of the ordination are purely eompositional and eannot necessarily be direetly related to faetors or to Gomplexes of factors. Su(eessional ehange is only one among many eausal forees arhieh have shaped the speeies distribution patternS of Figs. 4 through 6. The dimensions represent an approximation of the ehanges in conlpositional strueture which are present within the eommunitY and are not spatial transitions as they esist in the field, although, as noted by Gleason (1926) and as is evident to many field workers, there are often natural areas where the salient features of a Gontinuum can be observed.
T HE NATURE 0F THE GRADIENTS
It is likely that the degree to which there are separations in more than one dimension was in part dependent upon the qualifieations used to differentiate the eommunity initially. Had suffieient knowledge mum, optimum, and maximum behavior for eaeh speeies in relation to the dynamies of community structure, and has often been demonstrated in 2 dimensions by eontour-shaped ("solid normal") patterns and in one dimension by bell-shaped ("normal") patterns. It can be shown that a compression of an atmospheric distribution into 2 dimensions will give contour-shaped patterns as shown in Fig. 3 The species used in the ordination, as well as those in lfig. 6 which were examined after the ordination was eolllpleted, ean be deseribed, therefore, as having patterned, non-random distributions within the preseribed geographie, environmental, and physiognomie limits of the study. Eaeh of these distributions moves outward from eentral areas of high densitv to peripheral areas of sparse density, and this movement reveals along 1, 2, or 3 dimensions corresponding bell-shaped, eontou-r-shaped, or atnlospheric distributions. Eaeh speeies has a separate area of loGation, and within this area its distribution is interspersed to varying degrees with other speeies distributions so that there is a eontinuous ehange in stand composition from any part of the ordination to any other part.
The above deseription supports, to a large degree, conelusions from work eompleted in a dilTersity of geographic regions and vegetations, ineluding the studies of Gleason (1926) October, 1957 been available before the study was begun, it might have been possible to eliminate those stands from the study which had relatively poor subsoil drainage and one of the additional dimensions might, thereby, have been eliminated. On the other hand, had there been an expansion of the data to inelude poorly drained forests and those subjeet to inundation, then a more complete pieture of the southern forest as a whole eould have been given. The view of Ashby (1948) , that the most important aspect of community study is the original delineation of the study area, is very applicable to the present study. As previously noted, the 3 dimensions of the ordination repr. esent eompositional gradients which are not likely to be related to any single causal ageney. The probability that every factor is a constant influenee on the structure of a stand, and the interrelated nature of biotic and physical faetors, prohibits the identifieation of single causal meehanisms. In spite of these limitations, however, certain over-all patterns are evident in the 3 axes, patterns which relate to broad bio-physical complexes and to history. It is noteworthy that some of these patterns of species and of enviromnental features had not been suspeeted before the applieation of multidimensional teehnique.
Thus, in general, the x axis duplieates the original linear Gontinuum of Curtis & McIntosh and shows a conlplex of conditions which inelude gradients from higher to lower light intensity and evaporation, gradients from lower to higher soil moisture and relative humidity, and gradients from more to less widely fluctuating soil fand air temperature. The order of species along the x axis is basically determined by an over-all linear direction in the many paths of community development within the upland forest. These paths follow a network of suecessional patterns which are mainly related neither to primary nor seGondary sueeession but to reGovery from past disturbance. This disturbanee, in the form of fire, reduced the forest in many plaees to a savanna or barrens condition in which there were seattered oaks and/or oak brush and roots ( Cottam 1949; Bray 1955 ) . During this reduetion, the more terminal speeies which were also the more fire suseeptible, were replaced by less terminal and by initial species whieh were the least fire suseeptible. The coincidence that Qquercus nsacrocarpa is both the most initial and fire resistant species, and that Acer sacchartemJ is the most terminal and fire suseeptible species, suggests that the ultimate explanation for the 343 composition of a forest stand in upland Wisconsin is largely an historie one. The longer a stand has been free of fire (and other disturbanee forees) and the more favorable the habitat in which it oGeurs, the more likely it ean develop to a maple-basswood forest. The x axis shows, therefore, mainly the relationship of the community to major past disturbance factors and to its own developmental reeovery from these factors.
To examine correlations with physical measurements of the environment, a cheek was made. using r, the correlation coeffieient, of all available environmental data with each of the three dimensions. The results are shown in Table 7 . Since both environmental data and stand locations showed approximately normal distributions, the signifieanee of correlation was cheeked with the t test by examining the hypothesis that correlation (p) =0. The values in Table 7 are the probability that p=O, and that there is, therefore, no correlation. Thus, a probability of <.01 is a basis for rejecting the hypothesis and is considered a highly signifieant correlation. A value of <.05 is Gonsidered a signifieant correlation, while values of >.05 are considered to represent no significant correlation. By the above interpretation, for example, pereent canopy is positively correlated with the x axis at a highly signifieant level, while it is not eorrelated with either the y or z axis.
The values in Table 7 show a highly signifieant correlation between pereent canopy, depth of A1, organic matter, pH, Ca, P, * K and the x axis. VVater retaining capacity, K and NE are not, however, eorrelated with the x axis. An examination of the values in Table 6 indiGated the majority of the features related to the x asis, were positively eorrelated with each other. It is highly probable that these Gorrelations represent the measured aspeets of an inereasingly mesic environment which aecompany the suecessional recovery of the forest from past disturbance. While only a general interpretation can be made of this recovery at present, it is elear that the dynamies of faetorial interrelationships along the x axis offer a broad area for future researeh.
The y axis seems to be Gorrelated, in part, with the influenee of surfaGe and sub-surfaGe drainage, and, eonsequently, with a soil moisture Gonlplex, with internal soil air space and aeration probably also XND J. T. CURTIS ECO1OgiCa1MOnOgr erease in internal drainage and in soil oxygen along the y axis, there is a proportional inerease in nitrify ing bacteria and, therefore, an indirect inerease in NH4. The y axis, therefore, appears to represent a complex of internal soil drainage and aeration factors which is eoineident with a eliseral historic faetor refleeting post-glacial vegetational changes.
The z axis apparently represents, in part, tlle influence of reeent disturbanee, with speeies whiGh benefit by disturbanee being separated from the speeies with whieh they are proximate on other axes. Both Carya ovata and Prqxnus serottna at the lower end of the z axis are gap phase speeies (Watt 1947, Bray 1956b) whieh take advantage of oak wilt gaps and of grazing in initial forests. Po pqzws grandidexta.ta is another gap phase speeies and is found toward the upper end of the z axis. Its abilitzy to enter areas opened by fire has long been noted (Chamberlin 1877) and observed in the field. Ulrnus rwbra, and to a lesser extent Carys6 cordtf orvtis, apparently do well in some disturbed intermediate and early terminal forests and, as a result, are pulled away from tlleir proximity to Acer sacehaqgqxm to whiGh they are elosely adjacent on the previous axes. Qxere?s alba and Q?erevs borealis are separated on the z axis to a greater extent than on the x or y axes, a separation whiGh might be related to the ability of red oak to inerease in importanee ill maple-basswood forests whiGh have been burned, forests from whiGh white oak had been eliminated earlier by sueeessional developments.
The values in Table 7 
